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PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

**RESEARCH**
- STEREO permanent & punctual calls

**RESEARCH SUPPORT**
- BELAIR site
- Toolbox
- Sensor support

**VALORISATION AND SUPPORT**
- Websites
- RS images
- Newsletter
- BEODAY
I RESEARCH

• STEREO III calls
  o 2014 - 2016: three calls – 27 projects
  o 2017 current call. Deadline: 12/12
  o 2018 Exploration projects

• Permanent call: Development of applications. Deadline June 2018
II  RESEARCH SUPPORT

- Activities beneficial to the entire Belgian RS community
  - by encouraging collaboration or
  - by making data and software accessible

- Key activities: STEREO Toolbox (LUMOS) and BELAIR site
THE BELAIR PROJECT

Aim
Systematic collection of in situ and RS (airborne and satellite) data over a Belgian multi-site for:

• Joint innovative thematic research to strengthen research capabilities (algorithm development, thematic validation, etc.)
• PhD and MSc theses
• Cal/Val of RS missions and products

Concept
• Belair only finances data collection
• Research to be carried out in framework of ongoing (or future) projects or MSC/ PhD theses
BELAIR 2017

PLANNING

• Evaluation Belair2015 by intern. experts 11/2016
• Recommendations sent to BELAIR partners 11/2016
• Invitation to submit DOI (open to everybody) 12/2016
• Deadline for submission of DOI 01/2017

Only test sites of interest for at least 3 teams eligible

• Kick-off meeting with interested participants 01/2017
• Submission to STEREO authorities 02/2017
• Redaction and signature of contracts 03/2017
III VALORISATION AND SUPPORT (1)

- Merging of websites in a new website
- Newsletter: events, calls, satellites and data, job opportunities…
- Support for workshop and scientific events organized in Belgium
- RS images and APEX data acquired in previous STEREO projects available to all “BELSPO” researchers
III VALORISATION AND SUPPORT (2)

PLEIADDES agreement for Belgian institutional users

1. Low cost: new acquisitions (± 4 €/km²) and archive from Airbus Geostore (± 2,9 €/km²)

2. For free: Data already acquired by institutional users compiled on the Belgian Pléiades Archive: http://pleiades.belspo.be including 2013 full coverage of Belgium.
See you next year for the 2017 BEODAY
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